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Abstract

We propose somesyntactic andsemantic extensions to a graphical specification calledthe signal transition graph
(STG). Our extensions allow for a more naturaland compact specificationof asynchronousbehavior. We show that
syntacticconstraints on STGs arenot sufficient to guarantee ahazard-free implementation, andpresenttechniquesto
synthesize hazard-freecircuits under both single input changeand multiple input changeconditions.

We alsoshow that behavior containment test using the event coordination model [13] is a powerful tool for the
formal verification of asynchronous circuits. Ourimplementations havebeenverifiedto be speed-independent under
fundamental mode using this behavior containment test.

1 Introduction

Despitemany advantages of asynchronous circuits [23] [17] [11], they have not been widely used except in the re
stricted domain of interface circuits, where the use of a global clock is impossible. Even in this restricted domain,
asynchronous design has been considered time-consuming and difficult becauseof the lack of a good formal specifi
cationand the lack of good synthesis and verificauontools. Formal specification of asynchronouscircuits is difficult
because behavior such as concurrency, sequencing, conflict, timing constraints and data-dependency is difficult to
specify in a way that is both natural for designers andeasy for formal analysis or verification tools. The synthesisand
verification of asynchronous circuits is difficult because of the presence of hazards. All hazards must be eliminated
because they cancause a circuitto malfunctionby, forexample, signaling anerroneous initiation orcompletionevent
Hazards complicate synthesis and verification by forcing designers to consider not only static but also dynamic be
havior. This can be very complicated in the absenceof controlled storage elements and even more so in the presence
of gate delay variations.

In this paper, we consider the specification, synthesis and verification problems of asynchronous circuits. The
highlights of this paperare

• extensions of a method of graphical specification called STGs which increase expressiveness and extend their
applicability (we call these extended STGssimply STGs and the old STGs STG/NCs in this paper)

• techniques to synthesize a hazard-free asynchronous circuit from an STG under different operating conditions
(we considerboth single signalchange and multiple signalchange conditions)

• techniques to formally prove that the synthesized circuit is a hazard-free implementation of the specification
using the unbounded gate delay model under fundamental mode

The synthesized circuit is guaranteed to be speed-independent; it is hazard-free underall possible gate delay vari
ations,assumingthatgateshave arbitrary delays but wires haveno delays and thatthe circuitoperates in fundamental
mode. We know of no method which can produce from even an STG/NC a delay-insensitive circuit, which is hazard-
free under both gate and wire delay variations.



This paper isorganizedas follows. Section2 discussessome previousworkonasynchronousdesignand defines the
terms used in this paper. Section 3 describes some extensions to STGs. Section 4 describes the hazard-free synthesis
techniques. Secuon 5 describes how we perform design and implementation verification. Section 6 concludes this
paper and outlines future work.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Previous Work

The earliest work on asynchronous design used FSMswith no intervening storage element in the feedback paths [10].
Hazards were removed by performing careful state assignment[25] and/or by adjusting the feedback delays[26]. Al
though the FSM model is quite general, it is not an ideal form of specification for control-intensive asynchronous
circuits, which tend to have a lot of concurrency. A FSM, by definition, needs to be in a single state at all times,
and this property makes it difficult to explicitly specify concurrency. Also, it is difficult to reason with FSMs about
functional properties such as the latency of the circuit at the specification level.

Another design method for asynchronous circuits relies on rules[16][2]. The behavior is specified with some
program or waveform diagram, which is later transformed into a netlist of primitive elements by applying a set of
transformations. Although some good results have been obtained with the rule-based approach[15], the scope of
optimization tends to be local and it is not clear if rules can be used toeliminate all the hazards under different operating
conditions.

In [3], Chu described a graph-theoretic approach to asynchronous design using signal transitiongraphs (STG).The
STGis based on a type of Petri net called thefree-choice net, which is expressive enough for specifying concurrency
and conflict but yet simple enough for analysis [8]. Concurrency can be easily specified with STGs, and its natural
timing-diagram-like specification makes it easy to analyze the I/O behavior. Most of the early work on STGs [27][17]
focused on syntactic constraints on STGsbecause a hazard-free circuit was believed to be produced if such constraints
were satisfied^]. In this paper, we show that such constraints do not guarantee hazard-freeness at the gate level, and
present techniques to produce hazard-free circuits under single input change and multiple input change conditions
using the unbounded gate delay model. We verify that the synthesized circuits are free of hazards by using the event
coordination model [13].

2.2 Definitions

2.2.1 Signal Transition Graph

In [3], Chu defined the STG as an interpreted free-choice Petri net suitable for specifying self-timed control circuits.
The most general form of STG is the STG/NC, or STG with noninput-choice places. Although stg/nc can be used
to specify concurrency, sequencing and choice, there is some behavior which is either impossible or very awkward to
specify with STG/NC. To remedy the problems that we have encountered, we propose the following definition of an
STGwhich extends the stg/nc in several ways.

Since an STG is an interpreted Petri net where the net transitionsare interpreted as signal transitions, we firstdefine
signal types and transitions, and then Petri nets before giving the definition of an STG.

Definition 1 Let S be a set ofsignalsfor a sequentialcontrolmodule. Then S can be partitioned into three sets, input
signals5/, outputsignals So, and internalsignals Sn . Outputsignalsare those whosebehavior is observable outside
the module while internal signals are only for maintaining internal state. The union ofoutput and internal signals,
called noninput signals or 5jv/» are the signals whichneed to be synthesized. Transitions ofa signal t are described
byt x {+, —,~, #}, where t+ means t risesfrom low to high, t— means t fallsfrom high to low.t- means t toggles to
the opposite ofits current value, and tit means t may or may not change value.

Definition 2 A Petri net is a four-tuple N = {P,T,F, Mo) where P, T and F form a bipartite graph, and Mo is
called the initialmarking. In the graph, the vertices P are called places, vertices T are the net transitions, and the
directededges F give theflow relation F € {P x T) U(T x P). A markingof the net is an assignmentofnonnegative
integers to each place p£ P, and Mq defines the initial marking or state ofthe net.
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Figure 1: Free-choice Net and STG

A transition t is called the/awn transition of a place p if (t, p) e F, and the set of all fanin transitions of p is
denoted by -p. Fanout transitions, fanin places and fanout places are similarly defined. A good review of other basic
Petri net concepts is given in [20].

The complete lack of restrictions on Petri nets makes them difficult to analyze so STGsare based on a subset called
free-choice (FC) nets. FC nets allow both concurrency and choice to be specified but are easier to analyze [8].

Definition 3 Free-choice nets are a subset ofPetri nets withthe condition:

Vp 6 P :| p- |> 1 A (p, 0 € F =H -t |= 1

Inotherwords ifa place has morethanone output transition then it is theunique inputplacefor itsfanout transitions.

Definition 4 A place with more than onefanout transition is called a free-choice (or input-choice) place if all the
fanout transitions belongto Si. The choice as to which transition will be enabledis madeby theenvironment. Simi
larly, in [31 Chucalleda place withmore than onefanouttransitions (including thedummy transition e) all belonging
toSpu a controlled-choice (or noninput-choice) place, and labeled eachfanout edge ofa controlled-choice place
with a single Boolean literal. Thus, thefanout transition corresponding to theedge label whoseBoolean literalevalu
ates to trueis enabled. Althoughmanyself-timedcircuitscan bedescribed withtheabove constraintson control-choice
places, we havefound that they are toorestrictive. Ourextensions allow controlled-choice places to havefanout tran
sitionsofinput signals andallow arbitrary Booleanpredicates on S as edge labels.

Definition 5 An STGon a set ofsignals S is afree-choice net N withthenet transitions T labeledas signal transitions
S x {+, —,~, #} or thenulltransition e. The initial marking Mq of an STG canonly assignaO or I token to each
place.

The graphical notation for STGs is illustrated in Fig. 1 along with the underlying Petri net for this STG. Places with
only one fanin and fanout transition are omitted, and tokens on these places are drawn directly as dots on the STGarcs.
Input signal transitions are underlined.

In this paper, the term STG/NC refer to Chu's version and STG means the definition above. The most noticeable
enhancement is the addition of the two new signal transition labels, - and #. These will be explained in detail in section
3. Section 3 also gives new analysis techniques to check the consistency of the extended STG.
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Figure 2: STG and State Graph

2.2.2 State Graph

The state graph (SG) is a finite automaton obtained by "executing" the STG.An STGis executed by examining all the
markings reachable from Mo. The SGcaptures all the possible transition sequences from the STG,and can be derived
by the deterministicprocedure given in [3]. Formally, SGis a 2-tuple, (V,F), where V is a set of states and F a set of
edges C V x V. If a state vl is connected to a state i?2 by an edge e, then there exists a marking Ml (corresponding
to state vl) which is reached from marking M1 (corresponding to state v1) by firing a single transition t. The edge e
is labeled with t.

In order to implement the SG, each state must be assigned a binary code. In [3], Chu proposed using the signal
values S to define a binary labeling of each state. The label is simply the set of values of all signals S that the circuit
may have in the given state. With this labeling,only output signalsare used as feedback signals. An STGand its SG
are shown in Fig. 2. The initial token marking and the correspondingstate are shaded. The binary codes are shown
inside each state. The order of variables used in the state encoding is a be.

Definition 6 A stategraph is said to satisfy a unique statecoding (USC) property [27] ifno twodifferent statesare
assigned the same binary code.

A variation of the USC propertyis called the complete statecoding(CSC)propertywhichallows two states to have
thesame code if the environmentcan distinguishthem. This propertywas proposedby Chu in [3]. Whena stategraph
does not satisfy the CSC property,Chu simply said that the state graph has a "state assignmentproblem."

Definition 7 A stategraph is said tosatisfy a complete statecoding (CSC) property if

• it satisfies the USC property or

• when the same binary code is assignedfor two different states, the transitions of the noninput signals, Stvi,
enabled in two states are identical.

Thus, onlythe inputtransitions enabledin twostatesare different, and it is assumed that theenvironment knows how
to distinguish them. The state coding is complete in the sense that inputand outputvariables completely define the
state codes; no extra state variables are needed.



2.2.3 Syntactic Constraints

Syntacticconstraints are often imposed on an STG to remove undesirable behavior. The followingconstraints were
proposed by Chu[3]:

• Safeness constraint imposes a bound on the numberof tokens that a place may have at any given marking. A
free-choice net iscalled safe if the numberof tokensineach placedoes notexceed one forany markingreachable
from the initial marking Mo. This safeness constraint is necessary for causality and choice. If a free-choice net is
safe, then a transitioncannot fire twice in a row withoutfiringsome other transition. Otherwise, the causality is
violated because the two consecutive firing of a transition, say *+, is not possible without firingt- in between.
Also, safeness is necessary for specifying choice[3]. Consider a free-choice place with two fanout transitions,
t\ and ti. If the place has two tokens, then we can no longer say that the place represents a choice between t\
and *2 because t\ can still fire after h and vice versa.

• Liveness guarantees that no deadlock occurs in the circuit. An STGis live if it is strongly connected and if every
structural component called a state machinehas exactly one token. This is a more stringent definition of liveness
than the one used in the literature [4], but it makes the behavior of a live and safe STG independent of the initial
marking. Thus, the specification of the initial marking becomes optional.

• CSC is necessary because only input and output variables are used for state assignment. Violation of the CSC
property must be corrected by adding either extra signals or constraints to the STG.

• Persistency is a fourth constraint which Chu introduced. In section 2.2.4 we show that this constraint is subsumed
by the CSC property and should not be used for synthesis from STGs.

Persistency is also confusing since the term has three distinct meanings in the literature. In this paper we distinguish
these three meanings with the following terminology.

Persistency A Petri net is said to be persistent if, for any two enabled transitions, the firing of one transition will not
disable the other[20]. Thus a marked graph is always persistent, but a free-choice net with free-choice places
is not because the firing of one output transition from a free-choice place disables the firing of the rest of the
output transitions.

Semi-modularity Using an informal definition from [18], in a semi-modular state graph, if a signal transition t+ or
t- is excited in state a but signal t does not change value when the circuit goes to a new state 6, then t must still
be excited in state 6. In [18] it is shown that semi-modularity is a sufficient condition for speed-independence
with respect to all the signals which appear in the state graph.

STG persistency The term STG persistency refers to the property of the STG, whereas the term semi-modularity
refers to the property of the state graph. In [3], Chu proposed a syntactic condition on an STG/NC to make its
corresponding state graph semi-modular. This condition will be called STG persistency. In section 2.2.4 we
show that this syntactic condition is neither necessary nor sufficient for a semi-modular state graph.

We will discuss the exact implications of the above constraints and show that the syntactic constraints alone are
not sufficient to obtain a hazard-free circuit under various delay and operating conditions.

2.2.4 STG Persistency versus Complete State Coding

The characteristic of a state graph which allows a speed independent implementation is semi-modularity [18]. In an
attempt to characterize speed-independence at the STG level, Chu established the equivalence between an STG and
the state graph derived by interpreting the signal values at each marking as a state code. With this equivalence, Chu
introduced two syntactic constraints: STGpersistency and CSC.

According to Chu, an STG is called persistent if all of its noninput transitions are persistent. A transition u is
nonpersistent if: transition t enables u but u and 7, thecomplementary transition of t, are concurrent To correct this
problem for STG/NCs, a persistency constraint from u to t canbe added so thatu mustoccurbefore?can.

The CSC problem is characterized in terms of complementary sets in the STG. An algorithm for solving the CSC
problem for marked graph STGs was developed in [27].



Although some relationship between STG persistency and CSC has been suspected [3][27], it turns out that the
CSC propertyalone is sufficient to ensure a semi-modular state graph,and the STG persistency is only a special case
of solving the state assignment problem. Informally, the extracted state graph of an STGis guaranteed semi-modular
because of the persistency of noninputsignal transitionsin the STG. Since the only nonpersistenttransitionsin an STG
are the output transitions of a input-choice place, and these are restricted to signal transitions of input signals, the only
possible problem is in the mapping from the STGmarkings to the states (signal value tuples) which may not be unique.
To state this more formally, we propose the following theorem.

Theorem 1 An STGsatisfies theCSCproperty iff its extracted state graphis semi-modular.

Proof (=>•) Assume the STG satisfies the CSC property but some noninput transition t * (t" denotes any transition
{+,-,-,#} on t) is not semi-modular in thesense that there is a state so where t" is enabled and after firing some
sequence Y of signal transitions, t " & Y, state si is reached where t" is not enabled. Consider the STG marking
which corresponds to so, which is unique by assumption. Now fire the sequence of net transitionscorresponding to V
to reach the marking corresponding to si. But since an STGis a free-choice net and such is persistent [in the Petri net
sense] for noninput signals, there is no way that this could remove the token(s) which are enabling t+ or t-. Thus t'
must still be enabled in s\.

(<=)Assume the state graph is semi-modular but does not satisfy the CSC property. Then there are two markings
which have the same label /o but enable different noninput signal transitions. Consider one such signal transition t *.
Thus, t* is both enabled and not enabled in label /o which means that the state graph is not even well defined (let alone
semi-modular) since the set of enabled transitions in /o is not well defined. •

Since the STG persistency condition is also not sufficient to insure semi-modularity, there is no reason to consider
thissyntactic condition forsynthesis from STGs. Inparticular, thealgorithm presented in [17]may add more constraints
than are necessary for state assignment, as observed in [27], but these additional constraints were only an artifact of
the incorrect formulation of the conditions for semi-modularity. They are not necessary for a speed-independent
implementation.

2.2.5 Logic Functions

A logic function/ of n input variables is a mapping/ : {0,1}n —* {0,1,2}. Each element {0,1 }n is called a vertex
in the n-dimensional Boolean cube.

The on-set of / is defined as the set of vertices x such that f{x) = 1; the off-set, the set of vertices such that
f(x) —0; the don't-care set, the set of vertices such that f(x) = 2.

A literal is a variable or its complement. A cube is a set of literals. A cube is expanded by removing some literals.
When expanded, cubes cover more vertices. For example, when a cube ab is expanded to a by removing literal b, the
expanded cube covers both ab and ab.

A set of cubes is said to be a cover of / if each cube is an implicantof / (meaning that it covers some on-set
vertex and no off-set vertex) and if every on-set vertex is covered by a cube in the set. A cover is a sum-of-product
(SOP) implementation of function /. A cube in the cover can be expanded against the offset by removing some literals
without covering any off-set vertices. If a cube cannot be expanded further, it is called a prime implicant. A cover
consisting only of prime implicants is called aprimecover. A cover which ceases to be a cover if any cube is removed
is called irredundant.

A cover of / is positive (negative) unate in variable x if x appears only in positive (negative) phase in every cube
of the cover.

2.2.6 Hazards

A hazard is a possible deviation of the output from expected behavior with respect to some input change. Combina
tional hazards can be classified into two categories: static and dynamic hazards. A static hazard refers to a 0-1-0 (or
1-0-1) transition when the expected behavior is a static 0 (or a static 1). The former type of hazard is a called a static
0-hazard and the latter a static 1-hazard. Dynamic hazards occur when the expected behavior is a single transition
from 0 to 1 (or 1 to 0) but the possible transition becomes 0-1-0-1,0-1-0-1-0-1, etc. (or 1-0-1-0, 1-0-1-0-1-0, etc.)
When two or more feedback lines change at the same, the circuit is said to have a sequential hazard or a race. If the
output or the state of the circuit depends on the outcome of the race, the race is called critical. The manifestation of a
hazard is called a glitch.



All static and dynamic hazards and critical races should be avoided because they can cause a circuit to malfunction.
From now on, we use the term hazard to mean both hazards and critical races.

2.2.7 Modes of Operation

A circuit is said to operate in fundamental mode if new inputs are applied only after the circuit has assimilated the
previous input change. A gate whose output changes only after it has assimilated the previous input is called atomic.

If only one input is allowed to change at a time, then it is called the SICcondition. If multiple inputs (outputs) are
allowed to change at the same time, then it is called the MIC condition.

3 STG Extensions

Although the STG/NC is quite powerful for describing both concurrentand sequential behavior, as originally devel
oped in [3] it has several shortcomings in describinggeneral behaviorwhich need to be corrected. Most continuing and
recent work has focused on the subset of marked graph STG/NCs which cannot express choices [17] [27] and where
these shortcomings are not apparent. Since we are interested in using STGs for describing general asynchronous
behaviorinvolving both concurrencyand sequencing, we propose the followingextensions to the originalSTG/NC:

1. Both inputand noninputsignal transitions can be usedas fanout transitions ofa controlled-choice place.

2. There are no restrictionson where the dummy transition s can be used.

3. The setof predicates labeling theoutputarcs of a controlled-choice place can be arbitrary expressions on 5 and
need not be disjoint (allowing nondeterminism forinput signals).

4. A transition of an inputsignal does not have to be enabled by the transition of an outputsignal but may be
enabled by the transitionof another input signal.

5. More than one net transition can be labeled with the same signal transition.

These extensions to the STG/NC are summarized in Table 1 and will be called simply STGs in the remainder of
the paper. The significance of these extensions is illustrated in the remainder of this section.

3.1 Input Signal Controlled-Choices

In an stg/nc, the fanout transitions of a controlled-choice place are restricted to transitions of noninput signals.
The example in Fig. 3(a) can only be described using either multipleoccurrences of /+ and /-, or a controlled-
choice of the inputsignal t. Thus we removethe restriction on controlled-choices and allow inputas well as output
controlled-choice places.

Combining thisextension withthenulltransition, e, we canspecifyaninputsignal whichchanges during a defined
timeinterval but inanundefined manner. This is similar to thecross-hatched segments denoting don't-care conditions
intiming diagrams. Fig. 3(b)showstheconstruction and Fig. 3(c) anabbreviated notation by extending net transition
labels to 5 x {+,-,#}. The hatch transition t# means the signal t may or may not change value. Because a *#
transition is nondeterministic, it can only be used for input signals.

Feature STG/NC STG

controlled choices noninput input & noninput
e (null) transition restricted unrestricted

predicates disjoint signals nondisjoint predicates
input transitions enabled by output only no restriction

signal transitions one occurance multiple occurances

Table 1: Summary of STG extensions to STG/NCs.
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Figure 3: Input choices (a) STGrequiringcontrolled-choice of inputsignal (b) Common controlled-choiceconfigura
tion (c) The hatch notation for (b)

For a D-latch, the data input D is an example of a signal which changes in an unspecified manner but in a specified
time interval (between clocks). Fig. 4(b) (among other things) shows an STG for a D-latch using the hatchnotation for
the data input. This could not be specified by an STG/NC since it requires either multiple occurrences of a transition
or controlled input choices.

3.2 Transition Signaling

Binary signal handshaking protocols are divided into two categories: four phase and two phase handshaking. With
two phase handshaking, each transition of a signal has the same meaning regardless of whether the transition is from
low to high or from high to low. Thus it is also referred to as transition signaling [24].

In an Stg/nc, it is not possible to fully represent transition signaling because the phase relationships between
signals must be specified. A simple example is shown in Fig. 5. The STG/NC in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b both meet the
specification that each transition of signal a is followed by a transition of signal 6. However there is no way to specify
one stg/nc which allows both of these possible synthesis choices. The phase relationship between a and b must be
fixed in advance.

Using controlled-choice of input signals as in Fig. 5 (c) is one way to avoid this problem. Alternatively the 2-phase
natureof a signalcan be represented directlybyextending thenet transitions toT = 5x{+,-,#,-}, wherej - means
the signal j changes to the opposite of its current value or toggles.

As shown in Fig. 5(d), the toggles notation is very concise. The extensions allow the phase relationships to be
decided in the synthesis step. A disadvantage is that the concept of a consistent STG must be modified appropriately,
as described later. Also note that this changes the relationship between the net state (token marking) and logic state
(signal values) since a single marking can represent more than one logic state.

The use of the toggles notation is also illustrated for the output signal Q in Fig. 4(b).

3.3 Controlled-Choice Predicates

Althougha free-choice net expresses concurrency very compactly, it can still be tedious to use because similar but
not identical sequential behaviors must be specified separately. The D-latch in Fig. 4(a) is an example where two
similar sequences differ only in the behavior phase of the output signal Q but otherwise are identical. Extending the
arc predicates from single literals to general Boolean expressions allows a more powerful way of collapsing sequential
constructs into more compact STGs.

Continuingthe D-latchexample, Fig. 4(b) shows an STG which is equivalentto the STG in Fig. 4 (a). Essentially
a controlled-choiceallows a place to represent several differentpossiblestates. If B is the Boolean space over the set
of signals 5, then the number of different states is equal to the numberof parts in the partition of B induced by the
predicates. In this example, the two predicates (edge labels) (QD + QD) and (QD + Q D) partition the space of
5 = (Q,D,CLK) into two parts so the controlled place represents two distinct states. This corresponds to the two
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Figure 4: D-latch examples (a) STG using only multiple occurrences of transitions (b) STG using new extensions

free-choice places in the STG of Fig. 4(a). If the two predicates overlapped, the space B could be partitioned into three
or more parts which would correspond to three or more different states.

In addition to allowing arbitrarily complex predicates, we also allow the predicates to intersect so that more than
one can be true at a time. This form of nondeterminism was already assumed when the hatch notation was introduced
as shown in Fig. 3. The predicates can only intersect when the choice is for input signals because nondeterminism is
only allowed in the environment (the inputs) but not in the implementation. In order for the net to be live or deadlock
free, it is necessary that at least one predicate evaluates to true for all states that are possible when the place is marked.

3.4 Consistent STG

With the new STG extensions, the conditions for a consistent STG must be modified. To insure the physical realiz-
abilityof the STG specification, the signal transitions must always alternatebetween risingand falling transitions. For
example, it is not possible to have an x+ followed by an x+ without an intervening x—, x~ or x#.

To verify that a Petri net is a free-choice net simply requires a local syntactic check on its structure. However
there are no local conditions which will insure that the signal transitionsare globally consistent for all possible firing
sequences. Thus the consistency of each signal must be checked against the entire STG.

In the STG/NC, consistency forsignal x was guaranteed if x+ and x- were contained in some simple cycle. When
only one occurance of each transitionis allowed, this simple condition insures that the signal transitionswill alternate.
With the extensions, it is much harderto state conditions forconsistency. Instead the following procedure is given to
check one signal x. Forany state machine component of the STG [8] which contains all transitionsof x, it uses a DFS
traversal to set a phase <j>p(x) indicating the allowed phase of x at each placep.

1. Initializethe phase <f>p to null forall places. At each step of the DFS the currentphaseof x alongthe pathbeing
searched is maintained in the predicate <j>.

2. Find an initial place to start the DFS: if an x+ or x— transitionexists, startat any fanout place and set 4> —x or
<f> = x respectively; otherwise startat any output place of a x# or x~ and arbitrarilyset <j>=x.
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Figure 5: Transition Signaling, (a) Buffer STG. (b) Inverter STG. (c) Using controlled-choice. (d) Using toggles
notation.

3. Traverse forward through the STG in DFS manner:

(a) For each arc predicate encountered, intersect <j> with that predicate and continue the DFS along that arc if
the result is not null.

(b) At each transition of x, update <f> as follows:

i. x+: if <j> = x set <j> = x, otherwise report an inconsistency (x cannot rise if it already is high),

ii. x-: if 0 = x set 0 = x, otherwise report an inconsistency,

iii. x-: set^ = 4>.

iv. x#: set <f> = 1 (i.e. x may have either value after this transition).

(c) At each place, if </> C <f>p then terminatethe DFS;otherwiseupdate <f>p by <f>p = <j>p u <f> and continue.

4. If any <j>p is null, the STG is inconsistent, i.e. there is no validphase for signalx at place pof the STG. Also, if a
fanout transition is labeled x- but <$>p is x or x then the transition is consistentbut could have been labeledjust
x- orx+ respectively.

At the end of this procedure, each <f>p indicates the possible values x can have when p is marked with a token.
From the terminationcondition in step (3c), each vertex can be visited at most twice, once with <f> = x and once with
<j> = x. Thus the time to check one signal is linear in the size of the STG. The procedure is repeated for all the signals
x 6 5 resulting in overall quadratic complexity.

4 Hazard-free Logic Implementation

4.1 Deriving Logic From a State Graph

Assuming that the STG is consistent and that it satisfies the CSC property, the state assignment of the section 2.2.2
can be used. After thisoutput logiccan be derivedfrom the implied values of the outputsat each state. The implied
valueof an outputz in somestate s is determined as follows: if a transition belonging to z (i.e., z+ or z—) isenabled
in state s, then the implied value of z is the complementof the present value of z as seen in the binary code of s;
otherwise, it is taken to be the present value of z [3]. Thus, each state code becomes either an on-set or an off-set
vertex in an n-dimensional Boolean space (where n is the total numberof signals 5) with respect to each output. It
is easy to see that the state assignmentof section 2.2.2 produces an implementation whereonly outputvariables are
used as feedback variables (no internal feedback variables). Fig. 6 illustrates how a logic function is derived from a
stategraph. The shaded states in the SG becomeoff-setvertices withrespect to outputc, and are represented by dark
circles on the three-dimensional Boolean cube.
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Figure 6: Derivation of Logic from State Graph

cube ac

cubeab

= ab + ac + be

4.2 Hazard-free Logic Synthesis

Aftera set ofon-set verticesanda set of off-setverticesare derivedfromthestategraph, logicminimization is applied.
For a two-level sum-of-product implementation, the goal is to minimize the number of product terms while making
each term depend on as few literalsas possible without introducing any hazards. This implementation step has not
receivedmuch attentionbecausea hazard-free implementation was thoughtto be guaranteed by imposing the syntactic
constraints defined in section 2.2.3. Unfortunately, such syntactic constraints only remove undesirable behavior at a
functional level and do notautomatically producea hazard-free implementation. Wegive the exact implications of the
syntactic constraints in the following theorem[19][14]:

Theorem 2 If the given STG is live, safe and satisfies the CSCproperty, then each output variable is a monotone
increasing (positive unate)function ofitself

Proof Assume that an output variable x, is not positive unate in itself. Then, there must be an on-set vertex

von = (xi,x2, ...,x,- = 0, ...,x„)

and an off-set vertex

v°Si = (xi,x2,...,x,- = l,...,xn).

Since the vertex von belongs to the on-set, there must exist a state s0 in the SG corresponding to von in which the
transition x,+ is enabled. Similarly, there must be a state s\ corresponding to W in which the transition x;- is
enabled. Since si is reached from so by firing xj+, the complementary transition x*- can fire immediately after x,+
fires withoutfiringany other transition. Thus the state s2 reached by firing xt— from s\ has the same binary code as
si but does not enable x,+, which violates the CSC assumption. •

The implications of the above theorem are two-fold:

1. There is no inherent oscillation due to feedback because no output variable depends on the negative phase of
itself.

2. Every output Q can be expressed in the form of

S+MQ,

where S and M are arbitrary Boolean expressions which do not depend on Q. Thus, the following latches can
be used to implement the output (or next-state) logic:
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Figure 7: Problem with two-level logic and SR latch implementation

• SM latch : Q = 5 + MQ [1]

• SR latch: Q = S + ~RQ, where M = ~R.

• C-element: Q = AB + (A + B)Q [23] where 5 = AB and M = A + B.

Although the above implications are desirable, they imply nothing about hazards in the implementation. We now
consider both the single input change (SIC) and the multiple input change (MIC) conditions and give synthesis proce
dures under both conditions of operation, assuming that the circuit operates in fundamental mode.

4.3 Hazard-free Implementation Under SIC Condition

A two-level SOP implementation has only one type of hazard, namely the 1-hazard, once it is minimized[26]. This
property, along with the fact that set-dominant1 latches implemented with cross-coupled NOR gates are immune to
1-hazards, was used to implement logic in some previous designs [2].

The problem with the above implementation is that a race condition can occur when the set and the reset inputs
fall almost simultaneously after both have been asserted high. The expected behavior of the SR latch output is that it
should remain high. However, if the set input falls sooner then the reset input, then the output can become low and
locked at low. No syntactic constraint can prevent such near simultaneous falling of set and reset inputs because they
are internal signals (created during the logic synthesis procedure) whose behavior was not specified by the STG.

Fig. 7 illustrates this race problem. The given STGis live, safe and satisfies the CSC property. Initially the values
of inputs a and 6 are 1 and 0, respectively. The set input, the reset input, and the output c of the SR latch are all 1.
When b changes from 0 to 1, it causes both the set and the reset inputs to fall. Because we assume that each gate can
have an arbitrary delay, the set input may fall sooner, causing the output to be locked at 0; a clear deviation from the
expected behavior! The above problem is a special case of the general logic hazard problem which occurs when an
irredundant cover is used. This problem is easily solved by adding some redundantcubes in the cover [7]. This is
done by examiningall the adjacent state pairs in the state graph and addingsome consensus terms if necessary. Fig 8
gives a simple algorithmwhich removes all logic hazards. The complexityof this algorithm is 0(n), where n is the
number of states in the state graph.

1The set-dominant SR latch should be usedto obtain a correct output of 1whenbothsetand reset inputs are asserted 1.
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/* F = on-set cover consisting only of minterms; */
/* R = off-set cover; */
hazard_free_minimize(F, R) {

for (all adjacent states si and s2 in state graph) {
ml = onset_minterm(sl);
m2 = onset_minterm(s2);
if (ml £ NULL and m2 ^ NULL) {

c = consensus(ml, m2);
F=Fuc;

}
}
F = singlejcube_contain(F); /* remove cubes contained in other cubes */
F = expand(F, R); /* expand F against R */

}

onseLminterm(s) {
if (there exists a on-set mintermm corresponding to state s) {

return m;

}
return NULL; /* The implied value of every output in s is 0 */

}

Figure 8: Algorithm for Minimizing Logic Under SIC Condition

Fig. 9 shows the application of the above algorithm. A new prime implicant ac is added to eliminate the hazard.
In the new implementation the reset input remains at 0 and only the set input falls. Note that with the above algorithm,
the latch type is no longer restricted to an SR latch. Any latch which matches the given Boolean expression can be
used.

4.4 Hazard-free Implementation Under MIC condition

Concurrent transitions which occur simultaneously can also cause hazards. An example is a 0-hazard produced at the
output of an AND gate by two inputs which change simultaneously in opposite directions. Under the MIC condition, a
SOP realization is no longer free of 0-hazards, so we must identifycubes (product terms) which can potentially produce
glitches and eliminate them. Such cubes can be identified by considering the following four output transitions: 0 =>>
0,0 =» 1,1 =» 0 and 1 ^ 1. For a 0 =>0 transition, no cube can make a rising or a falling transition. However, cubes
with more than two literals changing in opposite directions can produce a glitch which can propagate to an output (0-
hazard) and thus must be identified as problematic. Likewise, for a 0 => 1 transition and a 1 => 0 transition, glitching
cubes need to be identified because they can cause dynamic hazards. For a 1 =» 1 transition, we are guaranteed by the
procedure in section 4.3 to have a constant 1cube; other cubes can make arbitrary transitions. Once all the problematic
cubes are identified, we eliminate the glitches by adding to each such cube some literal which remains at 0 while the
concurrent transitions take place. Such literals can always be found because it is not possible to have all the transitions
in an STG fire simultaneously. However, we need to check that the above cube reduction is legal. We have a legal
cube reduction if

Fneu, UDDF,

where Fnew is a new on-set cover (F - c u d), c a problematic cube, d the reduced cube and D the external dont-care
set. Also, we need to ensure that this reduction does not introduce any logic hazards, which were removed by the
previousstep. When there are several candidates for reduction,the literal which is least likely to cause furtherglitches
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Figure 9: Solution to the hazard problem under SIC

is chosen. On over 40 circuits that we have tried we were able to remove all MIC-related hazards this way. However, if
no valid reduction exists, then the circuit is not hazard-free under the concurrent occurrences of some transitions. After
such transitions are identified, the STGcan be modified (possibly by adding arcs) to sequentialize the concurrency in
a manner which does not cause MIC hazards (this can always be done because all the SIC hazards were removed).

Fig. 10 gives an example of a logic which is hazard-free under the SIC condition but not under the MIC condition.
The cube which can glitch during the simultaneous occurrences of a- and d— is ad. In this case, the 0-hazard can
be removed by adding literal c to ad because it is effectively a constant 0 literal while a- and d— fire. This cube
reduction is valid because the on-set vertice(s) (in this case, acdx) covered by a c d are also covered by the implicant
dx.

5 Verification

Formalverificationneeds toaddress two aspectsof correctness: one is thecorrectnessof the implementationagainstthe
specification (implementation verification) and theother is thecorrectness of thedesignwithrespectto somedesirable
propertiessuch as livenessand iavmsss(design verification). Bothaspects of correcmessare crucial for most circuits
but are more so for asynchronous circuits because it is computationally infeasible to perform exhaustive simulation
over all possible input patterns and delay variations.

Most of the early work on asynchronous verification did not address both aspects of correctness togetherbecause
of the lack of a suitable specification and/or underlying hardwaremodel. The ternary simulationtechniqueproposed
by Eichelberger in [7] and later refined by Seger in [22] can be used to detect combinational hazards and critical
races, but does not address the problem of verifying the correcmess of the implementation against the specification.
Implementation verification wasaddressedin [5]usingtracetheory[21]. The trace-theoretic verification ishierarchical
and has been used to detect problems in some published circuits[6]. However, due to the simple underlying model
(a deterministicfiniteautomaton with failure states) the usefulapplication of the trace theory has been limited to the
verificationof safety properties only. Extending the model to check for liveness seems difficult.

We present techniques to perform both design and implementation verification of asynchronous circuits. Our
technique is based on the event coordination model of Kurshan [13]. The basic verification approach is similar to
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x = ad+ax+dx

Figure 10: An implementation which is not hazard-free under MIC condition

the trace-theoretic approach of Dill[5] in that both methods check to see if the behavior of the implementation is
contained in the behavior of the specification. The differences are that the event coordination model is based on a non-
deterministic finite-state model with two types of acceptance conditions (which are very good for liveness checking)
and that it supports homomorphic reduction, which is the basis for handling large systems. We show that the event
coordination model is a suitable model for modeling concurrency, conilict, and asynchrony of asynchronous circuits.
We have used the event coordination model to successfully check for liveness and safeness properties, and to verify
that our gate-level implementation is functionally correct and free of hazards with respect to the STG specification.

5.1 Implementation Verification and Design Verification

5.1.1 Implementation Verification

We perform implementation verification as follows. We first transform both the STG specification and the gate-level
implementation into a set of interacting FSMs. Then, we feed both of them to COSPAN, an AT&T verification engine
[9]. COSPANchecks if the behavior of the implementation is contained in the behavior of the specification. Any func
tional incorrectness such as a hazard in the implementation will show up as some extraneous behavior not contained in
the specification, and will cause a failure during the behavior containment test. The behavior containment test is done
by checking for acceptance conditions on a Cartesian product of two FSMs (one for the implementation and the other
for the specification). No complement automaton is computed. The complexity of this verification step is linearly
dependent on the size of the product machine, so we have tried to use as few states as possible in our FSM models.

5.1.2 Design Verification

Two properties that we want to check during design verification are liveness and safeness. Liveness can be checked
on both the STG and on the gate-level circuits. Safeness is only defined on the STG. Again, we model either the STG
or the gate-level circuit with a set of interacting FSMs, and have COSPAN perform either a depth-first search (DFS)
or a breadth-first search (BFS) of all the reachable states from the initial state. If the specification is live, we should
not have any "dead" states: that is, states with no next states. This is checked in COSPAN by a special run time option
which tells it to abort on deadlocks. Non-safeness in the STG can be detected simply by monitoring the number of
tokens in each place and each edge in the STG,and can be checked by COSPAN using DFS or BFS enumeration or by
directly executing the STG without COSPAN.
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5.2 Finite-state Models

5.2.1 Modeling Asynchrony and Conflict

Non-determinism is used to model both asynchronous delay and conflict Asynchronous delay is modeled with a state
with twoordered outputs2. When the state is reached, its first output is selected initially; afterwards the first output
may be selected again for any arbitrary number of times but eventually the second output is selected. After the second
output is selected, the first output may not be selected again unless the state is re-visited. The model of asynchrony is
illustratedinFig.il.

Conflict or choice is also modeled by nondeterminism. For example, if there is an input-choice place with two
fanout transitions in the STG, itcan be modeled witha statewith twounordered outputs3: eitheroutputcan beselected
at any time. It is also straightforward to model the control-choice places. The model of conflict is also illustrated in
Fig. 11.

5.2.2 Modeling STGs

The STG model has three basic components: places, transitions and flip-flops. A place is modeled by a deterministic
fsm. For example, a place is in state 0 if it has no token. If any of its input transition fires, then it moves to state 1
(has one token). Upon firing of any output transition, the place moves back to state 0, and so on. Transitions are not
explicitly represented but rather modeled like ports which connect places. The delay between the time a transition is
enabled and the time it actually fires is modeled by the nondeterminism mechanism used for modeling conflict as shown
in Fig. 11. Thus, an enabled transition can fire only if some non-deterministic FSM outputs a 1. Concurrent signal
transitions can fire simultaneously (MIC condition) because the finite-state model of STGallows enabled transitions to
fire totally independenUy of the other enabled transitions. Flip-flopsare necessary to interpret each net transition in the
STGas a change in some signal value. For each signal we use a two-state FSM whose state transitions are controlled
by the rising/falling transitions of that signal. Fig 12 illustrates the STG model.

5.2.3 Modeling Gate-level Circuits

A gate can have arbitrary delays, and is uniformly modeled by a four-state FSM. (Trace theory uses different models
for each gate.) Weuse four states for two reasons. One is to capture the exact instances of rising and falling transitions.
Such transition instances are coordinated with the transitions in the STGduring implementation verification. The other
reason is to model glitch phenomenon at the gate level. For example, consider the inverter model in Fig. 13. Assume
that we are initially in state OFF. Now input a becomes low and we move to state RISE. If input a changes its value
before state transition to ON occurs, then we have a glitch. Upon encounteringa glitch, we can make a transition to
some failure state.

2Tobe precise, outputs should be called selections because there is no global distinction between inputs and outputs in theeventcoordination
model.

3This typeof nondeterminism canalso be used to modeldelay.
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For implementation verification we need to have a complete behavior of the gate-level implementation, i.e., both
the system and the environment. To obtain a closed system, we synthesize an environment circuit from the STG.Each
gate in the environment circuit is assumed to be atomicand is modeledby the same four-state FSM as shown in Fig. 13.
By having the environment circuit monitor all the internal signals in the system circuit, we can allow the environment
circuit to change only after all the internal signals in the system have settled down. This is how the fundamental mode
of operation is modeled.

5.3 Experimental Results

Our synthesis/verification algorithms are implemented as a package called ASTG within the Berkeley Sequential
Interactive System (SIS).

Tables 2 and 3 give some experimental results obtained from our synthesis and verification system. The STG
examples were obtained from published literature, industry and our digital signal processing group and include both
concurrency and conflict. Table 2 gives the result of design verification under the MIC condition. The design verifi
cation process checks if an STG or a gate-level implementation is live. The stg column is obtained by using COSPAN
to perform a reachability analysis on STG specifications. All five STGs were found to be live. The number of states
and the number of transition conditions are given. The number of transition conditions represents the number of edges
out of any state. For example, if there are 3 binary-valued variable, then there are 8 transition conditions (each la
beled with some minterm). For the gate-level implementation, the environment circuit is synthesized from the STG
specification and the liveness checking is performed on the closed circuit. The two-level implementation refers to the
SOP implementation using SM latches. The old two-level implementation was obtained by running ESPRESSO. The
old implementation oififol.g circuit has a hazard, which is removed by our new technique. In this case, the hazard
resulted in a deadlock due to our glitch-catching gate-level model.

Although performing design verification alone on gate-level implementation may detect many hazards, design
verification alone does not guarantee that we have a functionally correct implementation. We must perform imple
mentation verification to check for functional correctness. An inverter implementation for a buffer specification is free
of any deadlocks but is functionally incorrect (although this type of incorrectness is not called a hazard in the litera
ture, the output clearly deviates from the expected behavior). Table 3 gives the result of implementation verification
under the MIC condition. The STG column is obtained by verifying a given STG against itself. The Gate column is
obtained by verifying the gate-level implementation against the STG specification. The new implementations of the
five circuits were all found to be hazard-free and functionally correct (i.e., their behavior is contained in the behavior
of the specification). The reported CPU times give the total time for I/O, synthesis and verification on a DECsystem
5000/200.

The very large number of transition conditions seems to be the bottieneck of verification at this moment. Replacing
the core computation inside COSPAN with binary decision diagrams (BDD) should help avoid this bottieneck.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have proposed some syntactic and semantic extensions to STG. Our extensions allow for a more general specifi
cation of asynchronous behavior in a more natural and compact manner. We have shown that syntactic constraints on
STGs are not sufficientto guarantee a hazard-free implementation, and presentedtechniquesto synthesizehazard-free
SOP implementations under both SIC and MIC conditions. The synthesized circuits are speed-independent: they are
hazard-free, independent of the gate delay variations, assuming that the circuit operates in fundamental mode.

Behavior containment testing based on the event coordinationmodel has been shown to be a powerful tool for the
formal verification of asynchronous circuits. Our implementations have been verified to be speed-independent under
the unbounded gate delay model using this behavior containment test. The bottieneck of the present verificationcomes
from the very large number of transitionconditions,and we are lookingat ways to avoid this bottieneckby usingBDD
computations. Also, we are looking at automatic reduction techniques for faster verification[12].
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Circuit STG Gate

Two-level (New) Two-level (Old)

#states/#trans_conds [CPU time] #states/#trans_conds (#gates) [CPU time]

c-elem.g 8/512 [4.8s] 81/134 (5) [3.9s] 81/134 (5) [3.9s]

half.g 14/3584 [7.6s] 197/331 (8) [5.4s] 197/331 (8) [5.3s]

full.g 16/4096 [7.3s] 383/654 (10) [7.4s] 383/654 (10) [6.6s]

fifol.g 8/512 [4.6s] 63/98 (6) [4.8s] deadlocked at48/67 (5)[3.6s]

hybridf.g 80/5242880 [2004.8s] 5789/10897 (17) [17.4s] 5789/10897 (17) [19.3s]

Table 2: Design Verification

Circuit STG Gate

#states/#transjConds [CPU time]

c-elem.g 8/512 [9.4s] 105/216 [10.5s]

half.g 14/3584 [7.6s] 251/507 [12.3s]

full.g 16/4096 [13.4s] 473/994 [14.3s]

fifol.g 8/512 [8.4s] 76/130 [11.0s]

hybridf.g 80/5242880 [13847.7s] 7067/21239 [116.5s]

Table 3: Implementation Verification
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